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Responsible Research Evaluation Forum 
https://evaluationforum.uky.edu/#/?lang=en

Mar 13 – 14, 2024

Albuquerque, New Mexico - United States

                       Building a community of responsible research assessment practices...

The Responsible Research Evaluation Forum will establish a cohort of about 100 US Library-based
research evaluators and research management professionals equipped with a practical means by which
to design and implement responsible research evaluations in their various academic settings. The
impact of this cohort will be (1) increased capacity across the country in responsible research
evaluation; (2) establishment of communities of practice; and (3) greater equity and wellbeing for
researchers within our academic institutions.

Apply to be reimbursed up to $1,250 for travel expenses to the forum.
The Responsible Research Evaluation Forum will establish a cohort of ~100 US Library-based research
evaluators and research management professionals equipped with a practical means by which to design
and implement responsible research evaluations in their various academic settings. The impact of
this cohort will be (1) increased capacity across the country in responsible research evaluation; (2)
establishment of communities of practice; and (3) greater equity and wellbeing for researchers within
our academic institutions.

A limited number of travel stipends will be provided to support participant travel, hotel, and per diem
during the two-day forum. Stipends are for reimbursement of expenses up to the approved dollar amount.

Who is eligible?

Anyone interested in attending the Forum is eligible to apply for this support. We are interested in
connecting with applicants from a variety of institutional types and geographical regions. Particular
attention will be paid to ensure that emerging research institutions, and specifically Historically Black
Colleges and Universities, Tribally Colleges and Universities, and Minority-Serving Institutions are
included and well represented among selected participants.
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Amount Limit

Individuals awarded a travel stipend will receive up to $1,250 and will be reimbursed after the event.
All participants are required to pay the forum registration fee. Reimbursement of the fee will be provided
after the event.

Selection criteria

Applicants should demonstrate:

1. Interest in responsible research evaluation

2. Related career development goals

3. A commitment to participating in future community of practice events

4. Statement of financial need

5. Support Letter(s) - Optional

Application Process

The Responsible Research Evaluation Forum has a dedicated application form for the travel stipend program
that must be filled out by the specified deadline. Applications will be reviewed by the steering committee.
All applicants are required to register for the forum. Individuals who need to wait to register until after a
decision is made on the travel stipend may do so. There is no need to register for the event prior to hearing
about a decision on the travel stipend.

Successful applicants will receive a written notification of the outcome of their application on or
before February 9, 2024.

Application Deadline: January 31, 2024

Travel arrangements and insurance

Applicants are responsible for their own travel subsistence arrangements. They should arrange their
own travel plans and insurance either through their employing organisation or through their own
effort. Reimbursement up to the approved amount will be provided to the applicant after the event.

Note that reimbursement can be made to an individual o greater equity and wellbeing for researchers
within our academic institutions.

A limited number of travel stipends will be provided to support participant travel, hotel, and per diem
during the two-day forum. Stipends are for reimbursement of expenses up to the approved dollar amount.


